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Simulation of vibrational energy transfer in O2–N2 collisions is conducted using the
quasiclassical trajectory method on an accurate potential energy surface. State-resolved
rate coefficients are obtained for the O2 and N2 vibrational ladders at temperatures between
8000 and 15,000 K. A system of master equations is constructed using the new dataset in
order to simulate nonequilibrium conditions observed in shock flows. The relaxation time
derived from a solution of the master equations is in good agreement with the Millikan
and White correlation at lower temperatures with an increasing discrepancy toward the
translational temperature of 15,000 K. At the same time, the master equation relaxation
time is similar to that derived under the assumption of a two-state system. This observation
suggests that the multiquantum vibrational energy transfer in O2–N2 may be less efficient
compared to that in a chemically reactive molecule-atom system.
Nomenclature
v, w initial vibrational states of O2 and N2
v′, w′ final vibrational states of O2 and N2
∆v = v′ − v O2 vibrational quantum jump
∆w = w′ − w N2 vibrational quantum jump
K rate coefficient of bound-bound transition, cm3/s
T, Tr, Tv translational, rotational and vibrational temperatures
v, w → v′, w′ transition from O2(v) and N2(w) to O2(v′) and N2(w′)
Kv→v−1 rate coefficient of O2(v) monoquantum deactivation, cm3/s
pτ1→0 relaxation time, derived from K1→0 rate coefficient , atm-s
Kv,rem removal rate coefficient, Kv,rem =
∑
v′ 6=vKv→v′ , cm
3/s
I. Introduction
Simulation of molecule-atom and molecule-molecule collisions from first principles is a vital activity
in hypersonic aerothermochemistry since it can provide an increased level of accuracy when simulating
high temperature flows with a degree of chemical and thermal nonequilibrium. The initial capacity for
such research was formed by the ever-increasing computational power such that statistical methods became
tractable as well as by the variety of potential energy surfaces (PES), developed for studies of low temperature
kinetics in the upper atmosphere.1–4
While a large amount of previous work regarding the nonequilibrium processes in high temperature gases
has concentrated on the state-resolved chemistry of nitrogen5–9 and nitric oxide10–14 due to the importance
of these species in re-entry and combustion problems, thermochemistry of oxygen has received less attention.
This is due to the fact that the atmosphere contains only 0.2 molar fraction of oxygen, and it dissociates
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easily under harsh re-entry conditions. However, recent success and setbacks of hypersonic flight projects
have directed research in the study of oxygen nonequilibrium thermalization at lower speeds that correspond
to the flight conditions of air-breathing hypersonic vehicles.
For diatomic oxygen, the most relevant collisions in terms of rovibrational relaxation and dissociation
are observed with O, O2 and, most importantly, with N2. Currently, only the first type of these collisions
has been studied in detail. For the O2–O system, a number of PESs
15–18 of different fidelity are available
due to the ability of O3 to absorb harmful ultra-violet radiation.
19 High-temperature kinetics of O2–O
collisions received special attention recently due to anomalously high rate coefficients (RC) of vibrational
transitions.20,21 This phenomenon is associated with the small potential barrier in the entrance/exit channel
of the O2–O interaction.
The study of collisions of molecular oxygen with other diatomic air species is limited to low temperatures
(say, 1000 K). There are a number of O2–O2
1,2, 22 and O2–N2
3,23 PESs, however they are designed only
for low energy collisions. In many cases, these PESs are either limited to a rigid rotor approximation, or
utilize empirical data to approximate the intermolecular forces, or do not describe the potential energy in
bond-breaking collisions. Nevertheless, the semi- and quasi-classical calculations, conducted on these PESs,
showed good agreement with measurements in the rates of vibration-translation and vibration-vibration
energy transfer between diatomic species at room temperatures.24 The interest in such kinetic models is
dictated by the disagreement in theoretical and experimental predictions of ozone formation rates,4 probably
due to some shadow mechanisms involving vibrationally excited O2.
25,26
Only recently the investigation of bimolecular collisions at higher temperatures received attention. Six-
dimensional N4 PESs based on accurate quantum calculations were developed at the NASA Ames Research
Center27 and at the University of Minnesota.28 More interesting, in the context of the present paper,
is the recent global O2N2 PES by Varga et al.
29 However, full-blown quasi-classical trajectory (QCT)
simulations including all rovibrational states appears to be computationally intractable using these high-
quality PESs. One of the possible ways to overcome this difficulty is the direct molecular simulation method,
developed by Koura.30 While this approach makes it possible to obtain the average macroscopic parameters
of thermally and chemically nonequilibrium gas mixtures, such as vibrational and rotational relaxation
times and the quasi-steady state (QSS) dissociation RC, this method does not allow extraction of the state-
specific transition RCs that are typically required for further kinetic modeling in fluid dynamic codes and
experiments.
The present paper features the QCT calculations of bound-bound rate coefficients, conducted on the new
O2N2 PES and compares this data with the results of other available models. In Section II, the governing
equations are given. Section III presents the master equation simulation of the O2–N2 system. Conclusions
are drawn in Section IV.
II. Computational approach
The quasi-classical trajectory method presents a compromise between the accuracy of statistical simu-
lation of trajectory propagation and its cost. There are only a few alternatives to the QCT method when
attempting to resolve all possible rovibrational state-specific cross sections at high kinetic energies, i.e. when
inelastic collisions occur frequently, providing small statistical uncertainty of results. The QCT method
yields 12 and 18 Hamiltonian equations when applied to molecular systems with three (atom-diatom) and
six (diatom-diatom) degrees of freedom. These numbers can be reduced to 8 and 14 by recognizing that
the total energy and total angular momenta are conserved. On the other hand, the semi-classical (SC)
coupled approach, proposed by Billing,31 involves additional time-dependent Schro¨edinger equations, whose
number is proportional to the number of vibrational states involved in a trajectory simulation. At hyper-
sonic temperatures, when the population of all vibrational states must be captured, such a method becomes
computationally intractable.
In the present work, the simulation of molecule-molecule collisions is conducted using an in-house four-
body QCT code. An extensive overview of three- and four-body QCT methods is given elsewhere.32 The
present paper concentrates on kinetic models of hypersonic flows and provides discussion on utilization of the
QCT data. The primary tool for analysis of state-specific RCs, generated by the QCT method, is the system
of master equations. The general appearance of the master equation for collisions of molecular oxygen with
molecular nitrogen includes the bound-bound and bound-free processes and is given by Eq. (1)
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dnv
dt
=
∑
v′ 6=v,w′,wKv′,w′→v,wnw′nv′ −
∑
v 6=v′,w,w′ Kv,w→v′,w′nwnv − (1)
−∑w,w′ Dv,w→w′nvnw +∑w,w′ Rw′→v,wn2xnw′ , v, v′ = 1...Nv, w, w′ = 1...Nw,
where nv is the population of the v vibrational state, Kv′,w′→v,w is the RC of reaction of O2 (v′) and N2 (w′)
with the production of two molecular species in the v and w vibrational states, respectively. The RC of the
reverse reaction is denoted as Kv,w→v′,w′ . nx is the number density of the dissociation projectile, D(v,w)→w′
and Rw′→(v,w) are the state-specific dissociation and recombination rate coefficients of the v state in collision
with the N2(w) state with the production of N2(w
′), Nv denotes the total number of vibrational states. The
master equation for N2 (w) is similar to Eq. (1) with only the replacement of v to w, v
′ to w′ and vice
versa. Due to complexity of Eq. 1, the present paper considers only bound-bound transitions in the master
equation, i.e. only first two terms in the right hand side.
Equation (1) describes the relaxation of molecular nitrogen and oxygen. In the present work the study
of relaxation is considered only in an ideal heat bath. Initial conditions must be provided for the system of
equations (1). Since the master equation simulation contains two molecules as reactants, initial conditions
can be specified for each of them individually. In all simulations, the initial rotational temperature is set
to the translational temperature. When vibrational relaxation is studied, the initial temperature of oxygen
and nitrogen is set to either 100 K or to an equilibrium translational temperature, as specified. The first
choice of the initial Tv corresponds to the strong nonequilibrium conditions, while the second choice indicates
that the given molecular species is in thermal equilibrium. The initial population of the vibrational ladder
is calculated from the Boltzmann distribution at specified initial vibrational temperature. Although the
production of nitric oxide is observed by means of the QCT method in the range of studied temperatures,
the NO formation is of secondary importance for the thermal relaxation of O2 and N2 and, hence, is artificially
excluded from the master equation simulation. To do so, the RCs of NO formation are set to zero and the
master equations for the NO vibrational ladder are excluded from the system (1). The principle of detailed
balance is invoked to generate rates of endothermic transitions, in order to reduce the statistical error of the
QCT method.
The system of master equations is a convenient tool for the analysis of designated energy transfer mech-
anisms. Since the rate coefficients between vibrational states are of primary importance for O2 and N2
relaxation, in the present work, the result of O2–N2 collisions are divided into several categories. First,
vibration-translation (VT) and vibration-vibration (VV) types of collisions are described by Eqs. (2)-(3) and
by Eqs. (4)-(5), respectively:
O2 (v) + N2 (w)→ O2 (v −∆v) + N2 (w) (2)
O2 (v) + N2 (w)→ O2 (v) + N2 (w −∆w) (3)
O2 (v) + N2 (w)→ O2 (v −∆v) + N2 (w + ∆w) (4)
O2 (v) + N2 (w)→ O2 (v + ∆v) + N2 (w −∆w) (5)
The approach for obtaining rate coefficients for reactions Eqs. (2) - (5) from the database of cross sections
was described previously elsewhere.33 The e-folding method by Park34 is adopted to extract the vibrational
relaxation time from the temporal evolution of O2 and N2 vibrational energy. This method is adopted
throughout the paper unless stated otherwise. A simpler approach to obtain the vibrational relaxation time
is based on the rate coefficient of a monoquantum deactivation from the first excited vibrational state.35
This approach is adopted in the present paper as an alternative to the e-folding method.
III. Results
The interaction of O2 with molecular nitrogen is of great importance in hypersonic thermochemistry
due to the large difference in the dissociation energy of these species. There are several PESs in the liter-
ature that describe the N2O2 system. One of the first N2O2 PESs was proposed by Aquilanti et al.
3 for
studying rigid molecules in their ground vibrational state. This PES was designed specifically for methods
of molecular dynamics for conditions in the upper atmosphere, however it has a little use for aerother-
modynamics. Bartolomei et al.36 recently published an improved ab-initio PES with similar restrictions.
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The vibration-translation (VT) and vibration-vibration (VV) energy transfer was studied by a semi-classical
coupled method by Billing on an empirical PES in the range of temperatures between 250 and 1000 K.23
Recently, Garcia et al.37,38 reported VT and VV RCs using an improved PES for selected vibrational states
of oxygen at temperatures up to 7000 K. This PES is based on ab-initio calculations that are interpreted as
a combination of van der Waals and electrostatic interaction terms. Unfortunately, the dataset reported in
Ref.37 is incomplete and, thus, a master equation simulation still can not be performed.
An analytical fit to the global ab-initio PES of triplet N2O2 was recently published by Truhlar’s group.
29
This PES was obtained by multi-state complete-active space second-order perturbation theory and was
specifically designed to describe collisions at high kinetic energies. Most of the multireference calculations of
electron correlation energy were conducted in the range of potential energies between 100 and 350 kcal/mole
(76% of the total 54,889 data points). It is worth to note that the long-range forces are not described
correctly in this PES, thus it may not be suitable for low energy collisions.
The results section is organized as follows. First, RCs of VV and VT energy transfer for vibrationally
excited oxygen and nitrogen are presented for temperatures of 8000, 10,000 and 15,000 K. The QCT transition
RCs with vibration-translation energy transfer are compared to the results of the Forced Harmonic Oscillator
model.39 The RCs of monoquantum deactivation of oxygen in VT and VV processes are compared side-by-
side. Monoquantum and multiquantum VT RCs with ∆v up to 3 are presented as well. In the second part
of the result section, the relaxation time of oxygen and nitrogen in collisions with another molecular species
is derived from the master equation analysis. Special attention is paid to the influence of monoquantum and
multiquantum processes on the magnitude of relaxation times.
A. Full state-resolved results
The simulation of heat bath conditions by means of a master equation requires a complete set of transitions
RCs for all possible combinations of initial and final states of target and projectile species. An assumption
of trans-rotational equilibrium allows a significant reduction of the database, however, the number of pos-
sible transitions between vibrational states remains large. Moreover, the rate of energy exchange between
translational and rotational modes becomes comparable to that between translational and vibrational modes
at high temperatures, which leads to a certain degree of trans-rotational nonequilibrium. As the first step,
the present work assumes trans-rotational equilibrium. Calculations have been conducted for selected vibra-
tional states of oxygen and nitrogen, and the missing RCs are interpolated using the QCT data. Namely,
the O2 (v) RCs with v chosen from Ωv = {0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35} and for N2 (w) with w
chosen from Ωw = {0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 51, 52, 53} are obtained by the QCT method.
It will be shown later that the bound-bound RCs demonstrate a complex dependence on initial vibrational
state of reactants. This is due to the opening of other channels of reaction, such as exchange and dissociation,
as well as due to the resonance in transitions with a small vibrational energy defect. For this reason, a global
form of such dependence for bound-bound transition RCs is not derived. Instead, a liner interpolation of
RCs is applied with the initial vibrational energy of reactant as an independent variable. First, the RCs are
interpolated for all O2 initial vibrational states v
? at N2 initial vibrational w from Ωw:
K (v?, w → v′, w′) = e
?
v − eLv
eRv − eLv
K
(
vR, w → v′, w′)+ eRv − e?v
eRv − eLv
K
(
vL, w → v′, w′) , (6)
where indices R and L correspond to the vibrational quantum numbers from Ωv that have higher and lower
vibrational energy than the state v?. No interpolation is required for the first three and for the last five
vibrational states of oxygen since the QCT calculations are performed for those v. This is done in order to
accurately resolve the relaxation times, average temperature of the gas and dissociation processes. Following
this procedure, RCs are evaluated for all initial v and for w from Ωw. Now, a similar algorithm is applied to
interpolate RCs for all initial w. The following equation completes the interpolation procedure:
K (v, w? → v′, w′) = e
?
w − eLw
eRw − eLw
K
(
v, wR → v′, w′)+ eRw − e?w
eRw − eLw
K
(
v, wL → v′, w′) . (7)
The interpolation procedure, given by Eqs. (6) and (7), introduces some uncertainty in the reaction rate
coefficients. In an attempt to quantify this uncertainty, the rate of monoquantum deactivation of oxygen by
N2 is computed in two different manners. The first approach considers collisions of O2 (v = 1) with N2 (w),
where w is sampled at Tv=T in the range between 4000 and 15,000 K. By following the described procedure,
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the rate of monoquantum deactivation of oxygen, K1→0 is obtained as follows
K1→0 =
∑
w
∑
w′ Kv=1,w→v′=0,w′exp(−ew/kT )∑
w exp(−ew/kT )
. (8)
The corresponding relaxation time can be computed using the two-state model, where the relaxation is
governed entirely by the monoquantum deactivation from the first excited state, including for the depopu-
lation of v′=0 due to the reverse reaction:
pτ1→0 =
kBT
K1→0 −K0→1 . (9)
Equation (9) is used in the present paper to estimate the relaxation time of oxygen and nitrogen. For
the latter, the summation in Eq. (8) over w and w′ is replaced with the summation over v and v′.
The second approach assumes collisions of O2 (v = 1) with all possible initial vibrational states of pro-
jectile, N2 (w) and most frequent final states of projectile N2 (w
′). Since this step presents a computational
challenge, collisions are considered only with selected w, and the rest of the rate coefficients are obtained
via interpolation on the vibrational energy scale of N2. This approach, in theory, leads to exactly the same
rate of O2 deactivation, however, it will provide a complete set of rate coefficients that can be implemented
in the master equation simulations.
The comparison of K1→0 for temperatures 8000, 10000 and 15000 K, obtained via the two different
approaches is shown in Fig. 1. Additionally, the relaxation time of oxygen, computed using Eq. (9), is shown
by a line with circular symbols. The experimental data by Losev and Generalov40 is shown by the filled
symbols. One can see a good agreement between the sampling and interpolation approaches. This shows the
adequacy of the state-resolved approach at least for low lying vibrational states. Additionally, the QCT rate
of monoquantum deactivation provides a satisfactory agreement with the experimental data. This matter
will be discussed in details in the following section.
Fig. 1. Monoquantum deactivation rate of oxygen and corresponding relaxation time
B. VT and VV energy transfer
In the present paper, the following types of reactions with the VT vibrational energy transfer are considered:
5 of 15
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O2 (v) + N2 (w)→ O2 (v −∆v) + N2 (w) , ∆v = 1...6 (10)
O2 (v) + N2 (w)→ O2 (v) + N2 (w −∆w) , ∆w = 1...6 (11)
Vibration-vibration energy transfer is investigated by computing the rates of the following transitions:
O2 (v) + N2 (w)→ O2 (v −∆v) + N2 (w + ∆w) , ∆v = 1...6,∆w = 1...3 (12)
O2 (v) + N2 (w)→ O2 (v + ∆v) + N2 (w −∆w) , ∆v = 1...3,∆w = 1...6 (13)
O2 (v) + N2 (w)→ O2 (v −∆v) + N2 (w −∆w) , ∆v = 1...5,∆w = 1, 2 (14)
O2 (v) + N2 (w)→ O2 (v −∆v) + N2 (w −∆w) , ∆v = 1, 2,∆w = 1...5 (15)
Equation (12) describes the deactivation of oxygen with a simultaneous vibrational activation of nitrogen.
Equation (13) describes the opposite transfer of vibration energy, i.e. from nitrogen to oxygen. Equations
(14) and (15) describe the simultaneous vibrational deactivation of oxygen and nitrogen. While such energy
transfer is less probable than the processes, given by Eqs. (12)-(13), the conditions, considered in the present
paper, make these transitions possible.
A principle of detailed balance should be imposed on Eqs. (10) - 15. Because the interpolation routine,
given by Eqs. (6) - (7), provides a full set of vibrationally-resolved rate coefficients, it is possible to enforce
the principle of detailed balance between specific vibrational levels of target and projectile species. For
example, the rate coefficient of a reaction, reverse to the transition (v, w → v′, w′) is calculated as
K (v′, w′ → v, w) = K (v, w → v′, w)Q (v, w, v′, w′)
with Q (v, w, v′, w′) given by Eq. (16).
Q (v, w, v′, w′) =
∑Nv
j=1 gv,j(2j + 1)exp(−ev,j/kBT )
∑Nw
j=1 gw,j(2j + 1)exp(−ew,j/kBT )∑Nv′
j=1 gv′,j(2j + 1)exp(−ev′,j/kBT )
∑Nw′
j=1 gw′,j(2j + 1)exp(−ew′,j/kBT )
, (16)
where ev,j and ew,j are the rovibrational energy of O2 (v, j) and N2 (w, j) states, respectively. Interpolated
and original QCT rate coefficients of VT transitions leading to O2 vibrational deactivation are shown in Fig. 2
with thick solid, dashed and dashed dotted lines for temperatures of 8000, 10,000 and 15,000 K, respectively.
Thin dashed lines correspond to the monoquantum vibrational activation of nitrogen with oxygen undergoing
the same transition as given by thick lines. Symbols of different color represent the original QCT data at
different temperatures, while the lines describe the interpolated data.
First of all, the interpolated data for VT transitions aligns exactly with the original QCT data, while
some QCT RCs of VV transitions show small deviation from the interpolated results. This is due to the fact
that some transitions can be endothermic, and, even if they are captured by the QCT method, the rates of
such transitions should be computed using the principle of detailed balance rather than using the original
QCT data. Because of the finite size of a batch, used in simulations, the QCT data has a nonzero statistical
uncertainty, with the endothermic transitions being resolved less accurately than the exothermic transitions.
However, such discrepancy, in theory, should vanish at high temperatures. This is indeed observed for the
QCT and interpolated rates in Fig. 2.
The magnitude of both the VV and VT rate coefficients increases with temperature. The VV energy
transfer shows a lower sensitivity to temperature and a higher sensitivity to the initial vibrational energy of
nitrogen, compared to the VT energy transfer. The VT rate coefficients demonstrate a significant decrease
towards the end of the N2 vibrational ladder due to the opening of the dissociation channel. The difference
in VT rate coefficients for different temperatures becomes smaller for vibrationally excited oxygen due to
the anharmonicity.
The VV RCs are significantly smaller than the VT RCs when oxygen collides with N2 (w) in a low
vibrational state w. This is a quite interesting observation, since the vibrational energy defect in such
VV transitions is smaller than in the VT transition. As the vibrational energy initially stored in nitrogen
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increases, the rate of VV reaction increases as well, reaching a maximum at around 6 eV for deactivation of
oxygen in the first excited vibrational state and shifting to 8.5 eV for highly excited oxygen. This behavior
is explained by the effect of anharmonicity, that causes the resonance of vibrational energy transfer.
Comparison of QCT VT RCs with the results of the FHO model is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The QCT
results are shown by solid lines and the FHO rates are given by dashed lines. Rate coefficients are computed
for the deactivation of target species, i.e. O2 in Fig. 3 and N2 in Fig. 4, by one, two and three vibrational
quanta. To make a meaningful comparison with the FHO model, the QCT rate coefficients are averaged
according to the Boltzmann distribution of initial vibrational states of a target molecule.
The FHO rates of monoquantum deactivation of oxygen show a satisfactory agreement with the results
of the QCT simulation. For low vibrational states, the agreement is less successful. The FHO model
overestimates the QCT data with the maximal difference of two times. The agreement improves as the
spacing between vibrational state decreases. A similar observation can be made for the rate coefficients of
N2 monoquantum deactivation.
The analysis of VT rate coefficients with multiquantum vibrational jumps leads to the conclusion that the
agreement between the FHO and QCT data becomes worse for transitions with a large change of vibrational
energy. For two- and three-quantum jumps, the FHO model produces rate coefficients that can be one order
of magnitude higher than the QCT data. At the considered temperatures, the magnitude of multiquantum
jumps is comparable to that of single quantum transitions, especially for vibrational states with a large
degree of anharmonicity. This observation should be taken into account when constructing a kinetic model
of vibrationally hot gas flows in a cold environment.
C. Master equation simulation
As the first step, thermal relaxation of O2 and N2 is considered by artificially excluding the dissociation
reactions and formation of nitric oxide from the kinetic scheme. This means that only VT and VV transitions
are considered when simulating the ideal heat bath conditions. In the present work, the heat bath contains
two molecular species at a constant translational temperature of 8000, 10,000 and 15,000 K. Molar ratio of
O2 and N2 is set to 1:4 with the total number density equal to 5×1018 cm−3.
There is some uncertainty in specifying the initial thermal conditions. Most of master equation simula-
tions assume a vibrationally cold mixture, i.e. the initial internal temperatures of both species are set to
100 K. Additional numerical experiments assume a completely thermalized vibrational ladder of nitrogen in
order to estimate the effect on O2 relaxation time. Results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 5(a) presents the relaxation time of oxygen computed via the e-folding method from master
equation simulations together with the relaxation time derived from the rate of monoquantum deactivation,
shown by triangular and square symbols, respectively. The experimental data by Generalov and Losev40 and
the empirical equation by Millikan and White41 are shown by circular symbols and curves, with the dashed
line designating the Park correction42 applied to the Millikan and White data.
The master equation results are presented by two datasets of rate coefficients. The first set contains
transitions with a maximum change of vibrational quantum number of 5, while the second dataset includes
transitions with vibrational jumps of up to 6. These two datasets are generated to verify the convergence
of the solution of the master equation. Using the second dataset of rates, the system of master equations is
solved for the initial temperature of nitrogen set to the equilibrium conditions.
The O2 relaxation time derived from K1→0 RC describes the experimental data quite accurately at
temperatures below T=6500 K, while the Millikan and White relaxation time lies slightly below the mea-
surements and the pτ1→0 curve. At a temperature of 10,000 K, the QCT K1→0 relaxation time is nearly
equal to the master equation result. This indicates that the relaxation at these conditions is governed by the
energy exchange between low lying energy states. The monoquantum transitions possibly play a limiting role
here. At temperature of 8000K, the master equation approach produces a slightly higher O2 relaxation time,
which can be attributed to the statistical uncertainty of the QCT rates. If transition rates are insufficiently
resolved due to the limiting size of a trajectory batch, this may cause an increase in the relaxation time.
The extended set of rates leads to a subtle decrease of relaxation time, with the most pronounced effect
at the translational temperature of 15,000 K. It can be concluded that the present dataset of rate coefficients
provide a converged solution in the sense of a number of resolved VT and VV energy transfer channels. The
relaxation of oxygen in the heat bath of completely thermalized nitrogen does not change the O2 relaxation
time significantly as well. Time resolved populations of selected vibrational states at T=15,000K are shown
in Fig. 6. The population given by the system of master equations is given by solid lines and filled symbols,
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(a) v=1 (b) v=2
(c) v=5 (d) v=10
(e) v=20 (f) v=25
Fig. 2. Rate coefficients of vibration-translational energy transfer in reactions N2 (w) + O2 (v) → N2 (w) +
O2 (v − 1) and N2 (w) + O2 (v)→ N2 (w + 1) + O2 (v − 1)
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(a) ∆v=1 (b) ∆v=2
(c) ∆v=3
Fig. 3. Rate coefficients of N2 + O2(v) → N2 + O2(v − ∆v) reaction. Initial vibrational state of nitrogen is
sampled at given temperature
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(a) ∆w=1 (b) ∆w=2
(c) ∆w=3
Fig. 4. Rate coefficients of N2(w) + O2 → N2(w − ∆w) + O2 reaction. Initial vibrational state of oxygen is
sampled at given temperature
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where the former describes the results obtained with the reduced set and the latter is generated with the
extended set of transitions rates. Empty symbols correspond to the Boltzmann population of vibrational
states at a given vibrational temperature. The extended set of transitions rates leads to an insignificant
increase of populations of excited states. This is due to the large number of possible channels of relaxation
due to the small spacing of vibrational energy states.
The relaxation time of nitrogen in a heat bath of oxygen is shown in Fig. 5(b). Relaxation times, derived
from the K1→0 RC and from a solution of the master equations show close agreement with each other
and with the empirical relation by Millikan and White at temperatures of 8000 and 10,000K. At higher
translational temperature, the master equation relaxation time is 20 % lower than the K1→0 relaxation time
and is in disagreement with the MW relaxation time. Overall, the magnitudes of relaxation times, derived
from a simple two-state approach and from the solution of master equations, show a close agreement for
both O2 and N2 species at the considered temperatures.
(a) O2 in collisions with N2 (b) N2 in collisions with O2
Fig. 5. Relaxation times
(a) Population of O2 vibrational ladder (b) Population of N2 vibrational ladder
Fig. 6. State-resolved populations at T=15,000K
In order to explain the insignificant difference in derived relaxation times, the removal rate of vibrational
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energy from a specific energy state of oxygen, v, is considered. The removal rate coefficient, Kv,rem, is a
simple algebraic sum of all bound-bound transition rate coefficients with a final vibrational state v′ 6= v.
In the case when a projectile particle is an atom, calculation of Kv,rem is straightforward. In the case
of molecule-molecule collision, an additional summation is performed over all final vibrational states of
the projectile, w′ and the result is averaged over the initial state of projectile, w, using the Boltzmann
distribution. By comparing the total removal RC with the RC of monoquantum deactivation, one may judge
about the importance of the latter process on the overall relaxation mechanism.
The vibrationally resolved rates in collisions of O2 with Ar and O have been generated previously.
43 The
removal and monoquantum deactivation RCs for these species are shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) at temperatures
of 8000, 10000 and 15000 K. The present kinetic data for O2 in collisions with an N2 molecule is shown in
Fig. 7(c). Solid lines correspond to the Kv,rem RC, the dashed lines designate Kv→v−1 RC. Symbols show
the ratio of Kv,rem and Kv→v−1.
While the absolute value of a removal RC is not important, the ratio of Kv,rem and K1→0 can explain the
deviation of relaxation time derived from the system of master equations from the relaxation time obtained
from the K1→0 RC. For a chemically reactive system, such as O2–O, this ratio is approximately 0.3 for low
lying vibrational states. It quickly decreases to 0.1 for excited vibrational states, indicating the abundance
of channels for the removal of vibrational energy in O2–O collisions. Similar behavior of Kv,rem and Kv→v−1
ratio is observed for O2–Ar, although the minimum of the ratio is not as small as for O2–O.
For O2–N2 collisions, the ratio of Kv,rem and Kv→v−1 rate coefficients remains nearly constant for
almost the entire vibrational ladder. The ratio is higher at lower translational temperature, indicating
the importance of monoquantum transitions at these conditions. A large contribution of monoquantum
deactivation in O2–N2 collisions may serve as an explanation of insignificant differences in relaxation times,
derived from the K1→0 rate and from the solution of master equations. A similar situation is observed for
nitrogen relaxation in collisions with O2, as shown in Fig. 7(d).
(a) O2–Ar (b) O2–O
(c) O2–N2 (d) N2–O2
Fig. 7. Rate coefficients of removal and monoquantum deactivation of vibrational energy for different species
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The master equation approach provides a convenient tool for the study of the VV energy transfer. The
variation of vibrational temperature with time for both molecular species is shown in Fig. 8. The solution
is obtained with the VV transitions being artificially excluded from the database of rates as well as using
a complete set of rates. As follows from Fig. 8, the VV energy transfer has a pronounced effect on the
vibrational temperature of oxygen only at the late stage of relaxation. This leads to the conclusion that the
O2 relaxation time, shown in Fig. 5(a), is governed mostly by the VT energy transfer. However, the VV
energy transfer significantly delays a complete thermalization of the O2 vibrational ladder. In fact, during
the active VV energy exchange between vibrationally hot oxygen and vibrationally cold nitrogen, the O2
vibrational temperature remains at the level of approximately 0.9×T . The VV energy transfer significantly
enhances thermalization of nitrogen, and this effect is most pronounced at T=8000K.
Fig. 8. Variation of O2 and N2 vibrational temperature considering only VT and a full set of VT and VV
transitions
IV. Conclusion
Vibrational energy transfer in O2–N2 collisions is studied by means of the QCT method and the system
of master equations. The rate coefficients of vibrational-translation and vibration-vibration energy transfer
are generated at typical conditions observed in hypersonics flows with a translational temperature of 8000,
10,000 and 15,000 K.
The analysis of bound-bound rate coefficients indicates the importance of vibration-translation energy
transfer for the relaxation of low lying vibrational states. The magnitude of VT rate coefficients does not
change significantly with respect to the initial energy of a projectile particle. The magnitude of VV rate
coefficients exhibits a more complicated behavior. The vibration-vibration energy transfer is most efficient in
reactions with a minimal vibrational energy defect. For this reason, the peak of VV rate coefficients occurs
in collisions with a vibrationally excited projectile and shifts towards its higher vibration states.
Relaxation times of nitrogen and oxygen are derived from a simple analysis of a two-state system and from
a solution of master equations. Comparison of oxygen relaxation time with the experimental data revealed
good agreement at temperatures below 6500 K. Overall, O2 and N2 master equation relaxation times show
close agreement with the relaxation time, derived from the rate of monoquantum deactivation. The deviation
of master equation relaxation time from pτ1→0 is more pronounced at high temperatures, however even at
T=15,000K the difference is not more than 20 %. These findings are somewhat different from what was
previously obtained by means of master equations for molecule-atom systems. The insignificant differences
between two derived relaxation times can be partially explained by the chemically inertial nature of the O2–
N2 interaction. Comparison of the RC of monoquantum deactivation with the RC of total energy removal
indicates that the ratio of these RCs for O2–N2 is at least two times larger than for the molecule-atom
systems. This ratio is particularly low for a chemically reactive system, such as O2–O.
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